Integration with OpenText Core
for Supplier Exchange

A case study by 3D Repo

Figure 1: Flow of information through the Core for Supplier Exchange, 3D Repo, and the main Technical Library. See the video: https://youtu.be/19wUg2altn0
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Figure 2: Using the 3D Repo model viewer to view the BIM data and inspect a model federation. Models were uploaded via OpenText Core for Supplier Exchange.

Integrating with 3D Repo

The Process

The integration with 3D Repo means that any Revit or IFC
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Create list of deliverables;

files that are uploaded to the Core for Supplier Exchange
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Collaborators are automatically notified and invited to contribute;

are automatically picked up and loaded into a corre-
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Suppliers upload and submit their deliverables to Supplier Exchange;

sponding project in 3D Repo. This may be a revision of
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IFC and Revit files are automatically loaded in to 3D Repo;

an existing model file and all of the usual commenting,
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Review model files using 3D Repo software in the browser;

mark-ups, and tools can be utilised with 3D Repo before
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Model files are approved and accepted in to the main system library.

the deliverable has come near the main system library.

“The integration with 3D Repo makes BIM data part of exThe Core for Supplier Exchange Reviewer can access the
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issues and comments in the context of the model. If they
reject the deliverable, the integration will delete it from 3D
Repo. Ultimately, once the deliverable has been approved,
it comes across into the main deliverables system library.

- Chris Brighouse
Director of Product Management - Energy & Engineering

3D Repo has been used for this integration by OpenText
due to its open API and open-source platform, allowing
OpenText to fully customise it to suit the needs of their
customers.

https://3drepo.com

3D Repo Open API
Due to its open API and advanced data management,
OpenText was easily able to integrate the 3D Repo digital
construction platform with their software solution.

3D Repo’s API is utilised by the 3D Repo online interface,
which means that all of the functionalities seen there can
also be accessed via the API and used directly with any
3rd party software solution.

How does this Maximise the Value of
Incoming BIM?
- Make BIM data part of existing document submit/review
cycles;
- Assess and reject data before it reaches the main system
of record;
- Enable all the collaboration functionality of 3D Repo during the submission process;
- Provide 3D Repo functionality for review and collaboration
from the main system of record.

3D Repo ISO Certification
ISO international standards ensure consumers can have
the confidence that their products are safe, reliable, and
of good quality. 3D Repo has undergone independent verification through BSI to achieve the highest standards of
information security, privacy, and management processes
and controls.
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